Mechanical Assembly Technician

Company Profile:
Manufacturer & designers of standard and custom conveyor and devices for industry. Multi-Conveyor is a family-owned company. We pride ourselves on being a family-oriented company, helping our employees balance home and work life. Multi-Conveyor focuses on its culture and strives to be involved in the community by supporting local food drives or helping non-profit groups with a worthy cause.

Multi-Conveyor offers competitive wages with an annual cost of living adjustment; pays 100% of employee only health insurance premium; offers educational reimbursement programs; 30% profit sharing, and opportunities to advance within the company. We are proud of our U.S.A. products and are team oriented with an emphasis on satisfying our customers.

Responsibilities of the Job:
Follow blueprints/layouts to build conveyors.

Mechanical Assembly Job Duties:

- Using hand and/or power tools, assemble conveyor pieces using blueprints/layouts.
- Build conveyor to customer specifications.
- Ability to read blueprints; computer generated and paper copy.
- Be able to use a tape measure accurately.
- Ability to work independently and as part of a team.
- Has good mechanical aptitude.

Requirements:
Team player with strong attention to detail, work ethic, pride in your work, technical, organizational, written, and oral communication skills are preferred. Good attendance history with previous employers. Experience with reading AutoCad drawings is not required, but helpful. Working history in mechanical assembly and/or conveyor experience is preferred.

Benefits:
Insurance: Health Insurance, Life Insurance
Leave and Holidays: Personal Leave, Vacation, Paid Holidays
Retirement & Financial: 401K Plan, Profit Sharing
Education and Training: Tuition Reimbursement
Comments: Benefits available after probationary period

How To Apply:

Mail a Résumé
MULTI-CONVEYOR LLC
P.O. Box 10
Winneconne, WI 54986

E-mail: kstaszak@multi-conv.com